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The sun chariot of Sûrya. Indian miniature painting. Mewar School, eighteenth century

Floods in Ceské Kopisty

D

ear friends, known and unknown to us,
We would like to tell you about Camphill Ceské
Kopisty and the recent flooding. The river Labe (Elb)
entered suddenly the street and took into her reign the
village itself, with our houses and fields. It was on Sunday, June 2, 2013.

Celebratory Birthdays July–August 2013
Becoming 93
Lenie Seyfert-Landgraff, Clanabogan... 8 July
Becoming 90
John Canning, Simeon Houses.......... 29 July
Becoming 80
Paula Lindenberg, Botton Village... 9 August
Marie-Elizabeth Frister, Liebenfels.....17 August
Alison Gilmour, Camphill West Coast S.A.... 21 Aug.
Becoming 75
Moyra Murray, Newton Dee Village.... 4 July
Janette Monroe, Botton Village......... 31 July
Hans Bartels, Lehenhof................ 10 August
Annemarie König, Mourne Grange... 16 August
Becoming 70
Karen Arthur, Kimberton Hills............. 1 July
Virginia Hedge, Delrow...................... 3 July
Andrew Richard Locket, The Grange.....21 August
Christine Polyblank, Ringwood, celebrated
her 70th birthday on 26 June. Our belated
congratulations.
Any changes and additions please contact
Sandra Stoddard sandrastoddard@gmail.com
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We had to move out and save what was still possible to
save. Our temporary home was at our friends’ house, in
Retoun. All our villagers are in safe places. The house
was guarded against possible robbery by our co-worker
Michal Svoboda.
As of Thursday June 6, we have attempted to get slowly
back to our house, without electricity, gas, internet and
partly without unpolluted water. The first days we worked
hard to secure the buildings and to clean up the whole
area. With the help we have received we were able to
manage those first few days after the water left the village.
During the very first days with the help of seventeen
volunteers and four of us, we did really a lot of work.
But there is still so much more to do:
• we are organising volunteers to come
• we have a new current account to collect the
necessary amount of money for the renovation:
IBAN: CZ3920100000002300055045,
BIC: FIOBCZPPXXX (euro account)
• we are working on our information web page
(availabe at www.camphill.cz)
• we are processing the things for the insurance
company
• we are work on the list of things to do and the list
of materials we need
Our team office is based directly in the
house again
(tel. 00420 416 738 673).
Peter Veselý

An excerpt from: Intentional community as a continuing response to the Holocaust
– the life of Peter Bergel1 and the Camphill communities
Alan Potter, Duffcarrig, Ireland

P

The asylums contracted to save money and make beds
eter Bergel was born into a wealthy Jewish family
available for military casualties. People with disabilities
in Frankfurt-am-Main in February 1929. He was a
were popularly seen as economic burdens and because
healthy child with dark hair, brown eyes and a good
they were increasingly on the streets, their sometimes
constitution. His father Ralph was a prominent lawyer
inappropriate behaviour was considered anti-social
and Erna his mother was devoted to her only son. At
and became criminalised. Defeat in the first world war
home all was well until Peter contracted encephalitis,
brought a shift in generational influence from the young
aged three in 1932. His recovery was partial, leaving him
to the old in the Weimar Republic. Increased general
with brain damage which was to severely limit his conpoverty influenced a desire to be rid of the burden of
tinuing intellectual, social and language development.
the weak and a sinister term was introduced into the
Beyond the home, all was far from well. In 1935 Ralph
debate – ‘life unworthy of life’. In 1920 two university
was interned and later released to work for the state. In
professors (a lawyer and a psychiatrist), Karl Binding
1937, Erna was so concerned that she gave Ralph an
and Alfred Hoche, published ‘Permission for the Deultimatum either to apply for exit visas or she would take
struction of Life Unworthy of Life’.4 They called for the
Peter and walk to the frontier and meet what fate would
bring her. Ralph acquiesced and they fled to Holland
killing of people with disabilities whom they saw as
with two cousins. Peter’s life was under growing threat
‘incurable idiots’ without their own will or sense for
from a state which considered him to be racially impure
life. This small book greatly influenced the German
and also hereditarily ill.
medical profession and was to become a basis for later
Adolf Hitler wrote in 1925:
National Socialist policy.
The National Socialist world-view will be elevated
Through increased visibility in public and subsequent
into state policy. This world-view does not in any
censuring of behaviour seen as anti-social and hence
way believe in equality of races, rather it recognises
criminalisation, pressures mounted for social control
in their diversity and superior and inferior value and
measures to be strengthened resulting in a marked
feels duty bound through this recognition, in accordincrease in the asylum population. By 1929 the 1918
ance with the eternal will, which guides the universe,
figure for asylum psychiatric patients had almost douto further the victory of the best and the strongest,
bled. Economic hardship resulting from the depression
and to demand the subjugation of the weak. This
worsened the situation as families could no longer afford
honours principally the aristocratic fundamental
home care and gave up their relatives to state institutional
thought of nature and believes in the validity of this
care. Mostert (2002) describes this as the tipping point
law for every single creature. It does not only see
when ‘the seeds of genocide were sown among profesthe different value of the races, but also the different
sionals and ordinary German citizens alike’. He writes,
value of individual people.2
These sentiments were published
in a prepared context which was
widely disseminated in Europe already before World War One. Galton
had coined the phrase ‘eugenics’
which in Germany had come to
mean racial hygiene, which led to
a debate about removing hereditary
illnesses from the national breeding
stock. By 1914 the German Institute
for Racial Hygiene had 350 members, mostly university academics.
Views on elite races and individuals
and conversely on those who were
considered inferior were regularly
debated. The war brought economic
shortages and austerity which greatly
changed the treatment of people
with a learning disability in German
asylums through a social devaluing
and severe rationing of food. For
example at the Berlin-Buch Asylum
calorie intake decreased from 2,695
in 1914 to 1,987 in 1918. Mortality
rates in these institutions rose from
5.5% to 30% by 1918 reflecting
Propaganda poster of the Race Politics Department of the NSDAP (Nazi Party).8
140,000 deaths in those four years.3
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The juxtaposition of severe economic constraints,
crowded asylums, the attachment of levels of economic
viability to human worth, and the sense that people with
disabilities formed a burdensome and often criminal
element in society all significantly added fuel to ethical
debates concerning euthanasia and sterilisation. By the
late 1930s, there was open discussion among many
asylum administrators about actually killing inmates.’5

Changing public attitudes as a pre-requisite to
genocide
Alongside this changing perception there was an evolving change in attitudes to euthanasia. Traditionally
meaning a voluntary request for death, this changed to
allow a physician the right to alleviate suffering, so that
a person could voluntary request death to relieve their
suffering and a physician had the responsibility to assist
their death (Procter, 1988).6 At the end of the nineteenth
century two further aspects were added. Voluntariness
was extended to allow other parties to request the right
to die. The economic cost of the high care needs of the
dying and of asylum patients was considered too high
a burden for families, carers and for society. Analogy
was drawn to the practice of relieving the suffering of
animals through a pain-free mercy killing. Public and
professional opinion shifted from voluntary euthanasia
to involuntary killing of life unworthy of life. Binding
and Hoche wrote,
Their life is absolutely pointless, but they do not
regard it as being unbearable. They are a terrible,
heavy burden upon their relatives and society as a
whole. Their death would not create even the smallest

gap – except perhaps in the feelings of their mothers
or loyal nurses.7
A front organisation was established in May 1939 ironically named the Committee for the Scientific Treatment
of Severe, Genetically Determined Illnesses. In August
it demanded a census from all midwives and physicians
who delivered infants with congenital disabilities to register these children, up to age three, and the nature of their
disability for scientific research. They were paid for every
referral. These referrals were sorted on the basis of the
returned forms at the Health Ministry in Berlin into survivors, observation cases and treatment (extermination)
cases (Lifton, 1986).9 Further state front organisations
were created. The Community Foundation for the Care
of Asylums set up and operated the killing centres, while
the Community Patients Transport Service Ltd brought
inmates from the institutions to the killing centres. The
program was under the control of physicians. Hitler
declared that he “could do without lawyers, engineers
and builders, but not without National Socialist doctors
for a day or even an hour. For what good is our struggle
if the health of our people is in danger?10By 1945, it is
estimated that three quarters of a million people with a
disability were murdered.11

Peter Bergel and the Camphill movement

By 1937, Ralph Berger as a prominent lawyer would
have been aware of the several laws and ordinances
which would threaten his son Peter’s wellbeing and
possibly his life. He had already been arrested by the
Gestapo in 1935 and released as he was a valuable asset as a lawyer. He worked for the state from 1935 to
1937. The Bergels were
a liberal Jewish family; they spoke German
and were culturally German in their values. Karl
König describes how this
was the case with many
German Jewish families.
At the Holocaust Museum in Jerusalem an
entire exhibit room is
devoted to this fact. Erna
was acutely aware of the
danger to Peter and in
1937 put her ultimatum
to Ralph. “Either you
apply for exit visas or I
will take Peter and walk
to the frontier and meet
what fate awaits us.”
They fled initially to the
Netherlands where they
applied for leave to enter
the USA. Ralph, Erna
and two cousins were
granted visas, but Peter
was refused on grounds
of disability. Ralph knew
of an eminent paediatrician who had some
success with learning
disabled children while
a superintendent of a
Peter Bergel in Frankfurt in 1937 and in Botton Village in 200513
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home in Silesia and later in Vienna. He wrote to Dr Karl
König who had emigrated from Vienna to Scotland with
a group of young co-workers. Ralph asked König to take
Peter on and to ‘cure’ him. He intended to return from
New York later and collect Peter from Scotland when
he was healed.12
Peter joined Karl König at Kirkton House near Aberdeen
in April 1939. His arrival and its resulting atmosphere
among the fledgling group of co-workers is described
by Anke Weihs:
No one should think that because of our associations
in Vienna, we were a close-knit, rational group of
people choosing the way we wanted to go. Rather
– some kind of spiritual suction drew us up and buffeted us about, shredding our little bits of accustomed
ways of life leading us time and again into our own
inner darkness within the gathering darkness of the
world outside…For Dr König there was no fumbling
or skipping lightly towards an ideal…There is a long
way to go before learning to love the other who
shows one a truth about oneself and before gaining
sufficient respect and tact to show the other a truth
about himself, but these things were basic for what
was to come …On 10 May, just about six weeks after
our move into Kirkton House, the first handicapped
child and with him, our chosen vocation advanced to
meet us. It was a dramatic encounter…Peter (Bergel),
barely able to speak, incessantly restless, his mind
bent obsessionally on looking for cigarette cartons,
was a disconcerting new element in our lives and
collectively, we faced the enigma of his existence
with an overwhelming sense of impotence…While
still at Kirkton House, we had our first talks about
‘community’. Dr König worked on a constitution
for a community which was more directed towards
curative education and community with the handicapped.14
This diverse young group of intellectuals who had gathered around König included two medical students, a
teacher, a nurse, a dancer, a painter and a mother. They
had constituted a youth group which met regularly in
Vienna with König to concern themselves with whether
they could save something of the classical middle European cultural impulse in the state-directed chaos and
destruction they saw around them.
An initial description of a Camphill community was
outlined in a 1938 letter to the government of the Irish
Republic.15 König describes his eight years of experience
as a medical director of Pilgramshain Institute for the
disabled in Silesia, Germany. He goes on to describe
the farm as a foundation with a dairy herd, tillage,
gardens and orchards. All should begin small and grow
with the community. Any deficiency in the abilities of
the workers should be made up by planned intensive
farming methods. His experience shows that people
with disabilities can learn a skill if it is limited in time
and complexity and once learned has an unshakable
steadiness and firmness. Workshops would be needed
to service the farm. A forge, a joiner and a wheelwright
would be included; however these should confine
themselves to the immediate need of the whole settlement and not engage in intensive production for outside
orders. Alongside production there would be training. At
first the institute would be only for children and would
require a home school. The admissions policy would not

require a fixed fee; rather the fee would be linked to the
income of the family placing the child. The state should
be allowed to place poorer children for a reduced fee.
Whatever the fee all children should be given similar
care. A non-denominational Christian faith would be
the religious basis, yet with a free creed. Daily routine
of the home would be strictly ordered, with meals eaten
in common without disrupting the work life. Common
social and cultural spaces would be provided. Aspiring
permanent co-workers wishing to join are to develop an
inner attitude of striving and preparedness to sacrifice
in a Christian sense, to equip them daily for their task.

Differing attitudes to people with disabilities
There is a juxtaposition of extremes when one compares König’s intentions in 1938 with those of Victor
Brack, director of a child euthanasia program called T-4.
Brack calmly defended himself as a doctor at his trial
in Nuremberg, explaining, ‘Just as the soul belongs in
the helping hands of the priest, so the body belongs in
the helping hands of the physician. Only so can the sick
person be assisted. In that case....it is his [the doctor’s]
duty to free the person from his unworthy condition, so –
I might even say – from his prison.’16 König’s answer was
life together with the disabled, in ‘finding each other in
context so as to form a whole and adequate community’.
König proposed an alternative of ‘positive euthanasia’17
by which he meant a healing education and community
as a support in life, through taking these two counterbalances, the elderly and the disabled as community
building seeds for the renewal of our ill society. However
this must be organised, yet love cannot be legislated into
being or contracted. It can only be freely associated.
In the old, in the ill, the psychotic, the frail, the
disabled ones there is one thing we can experience,
and that is the nature of the human being. We need
to learn to look at it in wonder. It needs to kindle
compassion in us, and wonder and compassion need
to create the conscience that will lead us to the
formation of a new community.... Positive euthanasia
is a healing impulse, and this healing impulse is a
profound impulse which cannot be represented by
an individual doctor, but only by a community of
healers who want to represent it.18
Peter the first child of the Camphill movement stumbled
into Kirkton House, their temporary location before
Camphill House near Aberdeen, rather like a Kaspar
Hauser.19 He was completely vulnerable, abandoned,
frightened, easily overloaded and requiring others to
reach out to him. Doctor König’s empathy reached him
and Peter in turn trained others to accept him with a
smile. In Peter something was saved and gathered of the
Middle-European culture and spirit, of its social art, music, fashion, humour and work ethic. This was not only
that he imparted it, but that, to be well, he required it to
be appreciated by the others around him. In his way he
was able to face his death aged eighty two without any
apprehension; so much was his sense of death a birth
that he shared unsentimentally with a young friend that
he wanted to become a farmer in heaven.20
To conclude, in this fiftieth anniversary year of Karl
König’s course on Village Community Building, Camphill communities are challenged from within and
without, to rediscover the jewel of the life-sharing intentional community model as a living social organism.
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When this is working it provides a network of real and
informal friendships on a foundation of informed civic
responsibility. To maintain this will need on-going and
authentic evaluation of our willingness to mutually take
part in each other’s lives as well as recognition that a
risk adverse bureaucracy endangers just this. Alongside
this a strengthening of our learning must follow so as to
continue to bring the practices of the Camphill model,
which this course outlines, into a renewing and sustainable culture. Rights based regulation has redefined
the villager from being a ‘brother or sister’ to being the
cushioned yet isolated sole beneficiary of our charity
form. Can a person be separated from their on-going
sociological development in their social community any
more than a developing child from its family? How can
the continuing carrying of the social sheaths as a vital
and integrated organism be fostered and recognised, that
all may benefit, and hence find the protection of decent
laws to sustain it?
The bibliography is available on request from the
editor. Alan’s full article has been published in an
anthology called Euthanasia Killings: The Treatment
of Disabled People in Nazi Germany and Disability
since 1945. The Holocaust in History and Memory,
Volume 5 (2012) and can be purchased from this link:
www.essex.ac.uk/history/journal_thhm/volume_5.html

Alan has been a Camphill co-worker for over
thirty years; he has been a house parent, gardener,
bookseller and teacher.
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The author knew Peter for twenty four years.
Benz (2007) p. 259-60
Ibid. p. 260
Ibid.
Mostert (2002) p. 158
Ibid.
Ibid. p. 159
Reprinted in Instituit fuer Zeitgesichte (1999), p. 405
Mostert (2002), p 165
Ibid.
Evans (2007), p. 85
Potter (2012)
1937 photo from Peter’s album. 2005 photo by Ikuko
Tsuchiya, reprinted with permission.
Jensen, Christoph (2012)
König (1938)
Evans (2004, 2007), p. 146
König (2009), p. 203
König (2009), p. 206
Kaspar Hauser appeared in Nuremberg in 1828 aged
sixteen. He was unable to speak except for a few
words. With time and education his story of enforced
disability was revealed by a leading judge, Anselm
von Feuerbach.
Potter (2012)

Forest Kindergarten at Loch Arthur Community
Susanne Salthammer, Loch Arthur, Scotland

I

was quite struck by the letter by Marga Hogenboom in
the May/June edition of the Camphill Correspondence.
In this letter she asked for more articles that talk about
life in Camphill today from different perspectives. Two
years ago I put a picture of all the children that lived at
that time in Loch Arthur Community including our then
new-born daughter into this magazine. I, too, felt that
it would be lovely to hear about the new generation
growing up in these special places. So I decided to share
with you about the children in Loch Arthur and about a
wonderful new endeavour that is very close to my heart.
Loch Arthur is now twenty nine years old and in its
pioneering years there were always children around in
the houses. We are located in the south-west of Scotland
and unlike many other Camphill places there was very
little happening in terms of Waldorf education in the
area. The children went mainly to local schools though
there was a tiny school in the community for a while.
This all changed over the years with these first children
growing up and following their life’s paths. After that
there weren’t many children living in the community.
Some families that were interested in coming to live in
the community felt discouraged by the lack of children
and Waldorf education alike. Well, somehow we overcame this and now there are seven children up to the
age of six living in the community – and one on the
way! Three of these are my own children and I always
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felt the wish and enthusiasm to help to provide some
kind of education for all these little people that was inspiring and open minded. At the same time I felt it was
important for the children to engage with their locality,
to meet the children who live in the wider community
and experience the world around them.
For the last few years we ran a small playgroup just for
the Loch Arthur children. This group played outside in
pretty much all weathers and was run for the last couple
of years by a lovely young woman called Phoebe who
lives in the community. She came initially as a young
volunteer but now is planning to stay here long-term.
This little group was lovely and they were certainly my
children’s favourite mornings.
We soon realised that this was a real starting point for a
bigger adventure – we have beautiful forests and places
to play and somebody wonderful and enthusiastic who
loves children and can guide them in a gentle way. So
we started looking for possibilities and found the Forest
Education Initiative. Through them some very helpful
and committed people helped us to apply successfully
for a grant that made it possible for Phoebe and another
young woman called Nora to start a course enabling
them to be Forest School leaders. Since April they work
with a group of eight children between three and eight
twice a week, and they use a beautiful part of the forest
that the children already made very much their own –

with stories, songs and play. It is
wonderful to see these little people getting ready with their hats
and coats (yes, even in May, up
here in Scotland!) and fluorescent
jackets and make their way up the
hill to their own magical world,
filled with gnomes, fairies and the
Gruffalo himself!
In a way this activity happens
very much apart from the ordinary
life – nobody else from the community will usually walk this way
on a weekday in the morning. But
still it quickly became an important part of life here. Somebody
who works at Loch Arthur said
that he feels the forest is getting
used in a way that feels right.
People enjoy the happy shouts,
occasional squeals and all the
laughter these children bring.
I was first hesitant about writing
this article: what does a Forest
School have to do with life in an
adult community? But the more I
thought about it the more I was
convinced that it is important
and right to share this with people who feel a commitment to
Camphill in one way or another.
One of the reasons for me is the
importance of the land and its
care. This is a basic principle for
our community and Camphill in
general and it is a real joy to see
The children are printing flowers on to fabric
how this respect and love is bethat children are vital for a community even and actually
ing passed on to the children growing up here but also
especially if it is an adult community. First of all they
to the children living nearby. The children play twice a
bring a unique life and vitality to the place. But they
week in the same piece of woodland, getting to know
also make it possible for all of us adults to take some
this very intimately. It is a joy to see them discover new
responsibility towards these children, to be truly an adult.
things every time – the leaves finally growing and their
Living with children is a special experience – one that
little place being sheltered by the green leaves of the big
many of the people we support here would not necesbirch tree. The flowers next to the stream and the beetles
sarily have in another setting.
making their way up and down the tree-trunks – the
I know that there are Camphill Communities in England
possibilities of discovery are endless. These children are
that are not looking for families with children anymore.
growing up knowing and learning to love the land they
Well, it does take an effort, no doubt. And it can be loud
live on, the area they are growing up in. In a true sense
and chaotic at times. But it brings life and reality and in
these children are messengers between two worlds – the
many cases opens doors that have been closed for some
world of the community and the world around us. This
people. Therefore I think it is vital to support this way
is not always easy for them and I believe we can help
of life and any endeavours that make life for families in
them by not just sending them out into the world but also
Camphill inspiring and exciting – be it Waldorf schools,
inviting their friends here. My oldest son is very proud
playgroups or Forest Kindergartens! Loch Arthur has been
of ‘his’ forest school and invited his class to come for a
fortunate and I am incredibly grateful for the support
morning and see what he is doing on his forest morning.
and love of the whole community. I hope that similar
He will show them the ‘forest sofa’ they built, how to
initiatives can be successful in other communities, and
whittle sticks with potato peelers and where the pirate
I would be very interested to hear about it.
ship and the castle are!
We are living on an amazing piece of land and it still
fills me with wonder how fortunate we are to bring up
Susanne came ten years ago
children in such a beautiful place surrounded by so
for the first time to Loch Arthur and fell in love with
many supportive people; people who don’t just take an
the place and the wonderful people there. She and
interest in the lives of the children here but who really
her husband and their three children have made their
carry them in their hearts and minds. This takes me to
home in a shared house.
another reason for writing this article. I believe strongly
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Bridging the islands: research and Camphill’s social mission
Maria Lyons, Aberdeen, Scotland
Adapted from a presentation given at the Camphill Families and
Friends Scottish Branch Launch in Edinburgh on Saturday 4 May 2013

We cannot only build islands when so much suffering and
misery abounds in the big cities.
(Karl König, School Community Meeting, February 1952)

Research as communication
In their twofold quest to build new socio-cultural forms and
serve society through caring for those with special needs,
the Camphill communities are today faced with a threefold
challenge: to describe their approach to the rest of the world;
to explain their approach to the rest of the world; and to
justify their approach to the rest of the world.
Today the emphasis in social care is on accountability;
studies tend to focus on evidence of quality performance
as defined by external regulators or standardised indexes.
Accountability in any meaningful sense, however, cannot
be demonstrated if it is not grounded in knowledge of what
a group of people is doing and the members’ own account
of why they are doing it. In other words, description and
explanation are pre-requisites to justification, since they allow an organisation or community to be judged on its own
terms and against its own statements of purpose.
Presenting as full a picture as possible is only more important where it may be precisely those aspects of Camphill
life, philosophy and tradition neither required nor assessed
by regulators which make the communities distinctive as
‘services’ and create the greatest value for their members.
Research is one means of presenting that full picture; it can
serve the purpose of description, explanation or justification,
or all three at once. It can be about counting and measuring or about telling stories, about documenting processes
or giving a voice to individuals who often go unheard or
unheeded. It can be done by outside experts who observe
from a distance or it can be ‘action research’ carried out by
people within organisations, reflecting on their own daily
practice. All types of research are concerned with – or at
least ought to be concerned with – meaningfully linking
the doers with the thinkers and, crucially, with the decision makers.

Research on Camphill
In fact, a significant amount of research on and in Camphill
has been happening over the last decade. Opposition to the
proposed Western Peripheral Route in Aberdeen generated
a lot of publicity for Camphill and was the impetus behind
an in-depth study exploring the quality of life of young
people in Camphill School Aberdeen. The study (Brown,
2004) highlighted the positive impact of the carefully crafted
environment and therapeutic lifestyle on children diagnosed
with multiple complex disorders. Another study (Swinton
et al, 2006), carried out in connection with the University
of Aberdeen, explored the spiritual lives of those living and
working in two Camphill communities in England and one in
Scotland. Again, the report shed a positive light on Camphill,
particularly with regard to its recognition of the vital relationship between spiritual wellbeing and meaningful work.
As well as commissioned projects, a number of pieces
of work analysing different aspects of Camphill’s past and
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present exist in the form of BA, MA and PhD dissertations.
Many of these studies are presented in Discovering Camphill, a book edited by Robin Jackson (2011) which gathers together articles and research findings from Camphill
communities across the world, including the UK, the USA,
South Africa and Vietnam.
One of the contributors to this book was Dan McKanan,
author of Touching The World: Christian Communities
Transforming Society (2007), which explored the socially
transformative potential of Camphill as an intentional
community. Professor McKanan will be doing fieldwork
in a number of UK Camphill places this summer as part
of his latest research into anthroposophical approaches to
economic cooperation and ecological sustainability.
These are just a few examples of formal and informal
research efforts and both the number and variety of new
developments is promising. Having said that, there is much
greater potential for these different activities and initiatives
to be co-ordinated, promoted and publicised in a way
which directly and strategically helps the Camphill communities to meet the challenges ahead.

The Camphill Scotland Research Group
The Research Group was formed in 2009 and its members
are individuals from both within and out of the Scottish
communities who are either doing or interested generally
in research. The principle aim of the Research Group is to
encourage and facilitate the use of evidence in representing the work that the Camphill communities do, and to
use evidence to demonstrate the value they create for both
their own members and society at large.
The Group envisages a number of ways to move towards
this goal. One involves capitalising on work that has already
been done. As has been said, while quite a lot has been
happening in this realm, the potential benefits of this work
have not necessarily been realised. Findings remain unpublished, reports are not well disseminated or communicated
to different audiences; people simply don’t know what is
going on and what is available.
One task of the Research Group, therefore, is to collate
all existing research on Camphill and create a database
to make this work easily accessible to both outsiders who
want to investigate Camphill and insiders who want to
enhance their own knowledge and practice by drawing on
evidence in their field. The best forum for such a database
is currently being considered.
A second aim of the Research Group is to facilitate and
commission new research. In 2012 the Group’s Facilitator,
Steve Baron, completed a quantitative study which compared
Care Inspectorate ‘quality gradings’ given to the Scottish
Camphill communities and other Scottish providers in the
voluntary, private and public sectors. These statistics were
illuminating; charities on the whole outperform public and
private sector services and Camphill performed the highest
in all four inspected areas (Care and Support, Environment,
Staffing and Management and Leadership). These statistics
effectively ‘prove’ that, within these criteria at least, Camphill
does a good job.
This is an excellent starting point. It is, however only a
starting point. Much more needs to be done to explain these
results. What is it about Camphill in particular that leads

to these high standards? What is different, special, unique
about the Camphill approach and how can this uniqueness
be captured, measured and articulated in terms that others
can both understand and respect?
It is with this question in mind that the Research Group
has proposed a study which will explore the essentials of
Camphill, ‘Camphillness’ if you like. It will attempt to define
common characteristics of Camphill communities and investigate the effect of these characteristics on the people who
live there. This project is in its early stages. At the moment
existing literature is being reviewed in order to identify key
themes and questions which can then be tested for their
relevance and applicability to the Scottish communities.
Another connected project with which the Research Group
is involved on an advisory level has been commissioned by
Newton Dee Community. The study examines practices and
values within Newton Dee seen from the different perspectives of villagers, their families, co-workers and employees.
Incidentally, the project has already revealed a fantastic
willingness on the part of parents and siblings to participate
in research. Many see it as a chance for their experience
to be shared more widely, as well as providing a concrete
means for them to promote the work of Camphill.
Finally, the Research Group is supporting a piece of action research conducted by Camphill Scotland Facilitator
Neil Henery. This is a study of three Camphill communities
in Scotland aimed at appreciating more clearly what has
enabled these communities to survive and thrive in times
of challenge and change. The results should be of benefit
to the communities themselves, to other Camphill communities and will assist Camphill Scotland in its task of
representing communities’ interests on the national stage.

Developing a research culture
The Research Group is not only interested in facilitating
projects led by professional or experienced researchers, but in encouraging communities and individuals in
communities to get involved with research themselves.
In 2012 Apex Scotland published a report which looked
at ways to improve the use of research in third sector organisations. Among its key findings is the observation that
‘People working in third sector organisations, particularly
those in service delivery roles, often don’t think research
is something for them to engage with’, either because it
is seen as merely an extra burden on an already heavy
workload or a task only for senior and policy focused staff.
The report goes on to say that ‘there also appears to be
something about the term ‘research’ which is a barrier for
people’ (Lightowler, 2012). Research may be perceived as
something purely abstract or overly complicated, neither
relevant to their everyday duties nor something they might
have the capacity to do.
This is far from the case, perhaps especially in Camphill.
There is a wealth of expertise and knowledge within the
communities based on decades of practical experience
and experiment, grappling with many of the issues that
today are at the forefront of the minds of care professionals
and policy makers alike. Much of the work that is going
on in the communities could, with a shift in organisation
and outlook, be made use of as valuable research data. In
other words, it is more a matter of encouraging a slightly
different way of thinking about existing activities than it is
about creating new ones. It is about making it possible for
those who do have an interest to take on small, manageable projects closely related to their existing tasks, whether

for the purpose of personal development, for community
learning, or to demonstrate a particular way of doing things.
An example of the latter type of project is currently ongoing in Camphill School. Two co-workers are conducting
a small empirical study documenting the effects of oil
dispersion baths on young people with Autism Spectrum
Disorder who are hypersensitive to the sense of touch. The
oil dispersion bath is an anthroposophical therapy that they
use regularly in their daily work and these individuals were
inspired by their own personal experiences of success with
this remedy. Their efforts to document outcomes and to
bring some methodology to the process are just one small
but significant way of serving the aim of transparency and
communication, of enabling a greater understanding of
the methods and value of the anthroposophical approach
to care.
The Research Group thus hopes to be a resource of support
and advice for individuals wishing to carry out any type of
research. This could, for instance, take the form of assistance
with design and methodological issues, with writing reports
and disseminating findings, with funding applications or
developing a community-wide research strategy.

Sharing our riches
The call for the cultivation of a research culture within
Camphill need not be presented only in terms of a necessary
reaction to the times, that is to say, something the communities are obliged to do in response to external pressures
and demands. On the contrary, research is very much in
the spirit of Camphill’s original social mission and is part
of its history. In her study of the origins and development of
Camphill, Costa describes how the founders intended not
only to create facilities for people with diverse special needs,
but to use the opportunities they had and the knowledge
they gained to generally enhance public understanding of
those special needs, and in this way to ensure that these
individuals would be adequately provided for in the long
term (Costa, 2008).
The communities find themselves today amidst a growing
interest in Camphill and heightened public profile (evidenced, for instance, by the motion to support Camphill
presented in the Scottish Parliament in 2012), an increasing
openness to and dialogue with other organisations, bodies
and communities and the enormous goodwill and resources
of families, friends and other support networks. Perhaps all
this represents an opportunity to return more purposefully
to that task of contributing to public awareness and debate.
Perhaps the time is ripe for Camphill communities to more
consciously urge their members to look beyond their own
borders and make efforts to share the wealth of knowledge
and practical insight built up over many years of pioneering. It is not only by doing things differently, but telling
the world about it, that Camphill has the best chance of
influencing the future.
If anyone would like more information about any of the
works mentioned in this article, or about the Research
Group, please contact Maria at: lyons_maria@hotmail.com
Maria Lyons
completed a PhD in 2011 which explored the historical
and spiritual roots of the contemporary crisis in Western
education. Maria is currently doing a study on Newton
Dee Community. She will be moving to London in the
autumn and hopes to pursue possibilities for further
research in Camphill south of the border.
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Obituaries
Rob van Duin
17 June 1949 – 29 March 2013 (Good Friday)

R

the job at hand before beginning the
ob van Duin, my husband, friend,
work. Whatever Rob did in the way of
and dear companion, died on Good
maintenance was always well done and
Friday, 29 March 2013. He was born 17
long lasting. It was hard for him in latter
June 1949 on Curacao, which is a small
years to see his handiwork removed as
island in the Caribbean, just off the coast
new regulations dictated the amount of
of Venezuela. He said he had a charmed
wood allowed in the houses.
childhood, not having to wear a lot of
In the mid seventies, he moved with
clothes and able to be outside under
his family to Delrow, a very different
the lemon and mango trees, which
community from Glencraig. After two
were watered by the washing machine
years we left Camphill with £50 and no
outlet. His parents were originally from
prospects, to the village of King’s LangHolland but found work out there before
ley in southern England. Five days later,
the war. They experienced nothing of the
Rob had found work painting someone’s
hardships affecting Europe. He had three
bathroom. He always found work and
older sisters who adored him, right up
we never starved, though I cried when
till the day he died. Their little brother
we first went into overdraft. Rob said:
was the apple of their eyes and they
“Let’s go out for a meal and celebrate
teased each other, laughing at in-jokes,
this novelty!”
which as a spouse, I could rarely follow.
It was my decision to return to CamTheir laughter and love, however, was so
phill. Rob loved the job he finally found
infectious that I laughed anyway.
and being a lorry driver satisfied his wish
When Rob turned fifteen, the family
Rob at 61
to move about, meet people and enjoy
moved back to Holland. They had, of
the little things in life. He was always a gadget man and
course been back home for holidays, but it never felt
joined the CB users of his new fraternity, going under the
like home neither in the climate nor with the post-war
name of ‘The Flying Dutchman’. He moved goods for the
poverty. Rob said they lived such a good life in Curacao,
clothing trade and drove a pink lorry called predictably
with a maid and in comfort. All his life he retained that
The Pink Lady. He worked extremely hard, going out at
easygoing Caribbean walk with dropped hips and slow
seven in the morning and coming home at ten pm.
step. It gave one the impression that there was never
Back to Glencraig in the eighties meant joining a new
anything over which one had to hurry.
community. Affluence was steadily growing. Doing the
Holland was a challenge to Rob’s phlegm. It was cold,
maintenance no longer gave him satisfaction as new
wet, and though he went to the Waldorf School in Ambuild was more important. So when the Store needed a
sterdam, lessons did not come easy to him. Because of the
work master, he happily began his next career as shopcolonial holiday system, he had missed so much that he
keeper. Like everything to which he turned his hand, he
was put back two classes. So he spent the next four years
did it well. The Store became the social centre, and the
having a good time. His geniality got him through but his
office ladies came every day for coffee and tea. The craic
teacher made it very clear that study was not his strength
was excellent. It was the place for all the news and gossip,
and when he was nineteen, he gave him an ultimatum:
births and deaths, or just the place to go for light relief
find an apprenticeship or go to Camphill. One of Rob’s
and to bask in his cheeky big smile. When the Berlin wall
sisters had invited him for a holiday to Glencraig as she
fell, he sold bricks to the innocent as mementos, 20p per
was a co-worker there, and he had loved it. He wrote in
brick, wrapped up in brown paper. Having just returned
the visitor’s book: I’ll be back!
from a trip to Germany to help someone move, the story
Rob came to Glencraig in 1968. He was young, smiley,
was very believable.
phlegmatic, cheerful and kind.
Rob’s philosophy in life was to do things well and
People said of him that he was the best curative teacher.
wherever possible with humour, although he never
He was always surrounded by children, a group of six
laughed at things or people. He laughed with them. He
to eight, the smallest on his shoulders when they went
loved cars, particularly Land Rovers, rebuilding a Series
for walks. Everyone was his friend, old or young. He
2 from scratch. We all enjoyed the fruits, driving round
completed the three year training course, at the end of
the community when it was barely more than four wheels
which he got engaged, and we married two days after
and an engine.
he received his certificate.
Rob was never shy of work, being storekeeper, father,
Sometimes in the months after he knew he was ill,
husband, housefather and helper of all. He hardly ever
Rob would say: “I’ve had such riches in my life! Not
said no to someone’s request if he could at all help.
many people can say that they had so many different
Rob did not find meetings and discussion very relevant.
jobs, met so many people and lived in so many different
He avoided them unless cornered. He maintained life
houses.” He went through an apprenticeship in joinery
should be lived, doing what needed to be done. Talking
and maintenance with George Lang, a Northern Irish
achieved very little, was “a lot of hot air”. His support
man, from whom he said he learned to think through
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of all things Camphill and anthroposophical came in the
guise of listening and practising. He said he couldn’t put
things into words, but he could do things. Without hurry,
fuss or bother he got things done.
In the mid nineties, Rob and I moved to Dunshane.
He took on the farm. Rob would go to our neighbouring
farmer Jimmy for advice. And just as he learned to speak
‘Norn Iron’, he learnt to speak ‘Kildare’, but always with
a Dutch accent! Though we did not know at the time,
Rob was already ill. But in true Rob fashion, he got up
every morning to milk because the cows needed him. He
made it such fun, that even I joined him, though I was
by no means an outdoor person. After farming, he joined
the Bridge Community and helped to run the café. At last
he had found his life’s work. His two loves of people and
food came together.
In 2000 we returned north and Rob took on the Camphill Bakery and Café in Holywood. Rob’s warmth,
humour, candidness and ability to listen, as well as his
dedication to doing things well made Camphill Holywood a home from home to so many, many people. He
joined the Conservation Society, the Chamber of Commerce, and ‘fronted’ for Camphill, not with great talking,
but with great love. He was an example to so many,
meeting everyone with openness and a smile, assuring
us that we were a large community because we included
our customers and friends.
In November 2012 his tiredness overcame his enthusiasm. He was diagnosed with malignant mesothelioma,
a cancer caused by asbestos. When asked by the doctor
he said: “I worked with asbestos for one week in the
seventies, cutting out fire preventive rings to put behind
ceiling lights, working over a circular saw.”
He suffered terribly, mercifully only for the last ten days.
He did not complain, taking medication to ease the pain
and fighting for breath. He did not want to die, yet accepted the fact quietly and with patience. He said to his
daughter: “This is the hardest thing I have ever done.”
He was sixty three years old.
Veronika van Duin

Tribute for his father Rob on behalf of the family
at his memorial

A

s you would imagine, I have great memories of my
father! He had a red bushy beard for almost all of
my childhood. I remember hearing one morning, after
he had just shaved it off, the screams of “who are you?!
Get out of my room!” as he went in to wake Rachel for
school. I remember his endless repetitive jokes – his sense
of humour was entirely based on the mantra “repeat until
funny”. I remember the many road trips with him, when
he was driving lorries in England, or driving to Birmingham to fetch his old Land Rover, or the epic journey to
the south of Germany to deliver someone’s belongings
from Glencraig in a small truck that struggled hard to
crawl up the long hills of Bavaria. I particularly remember
his facial expression as he grinned mischievously at the
German lorry drivers as they passed him honking their
horns in frustration!
One of the things that struck me about the service in the
Chapel last week and this has struck me again today at
the crematorium and now at this moment, is how many
people are here that I don’t recognise. Rob had so many
facets of his life that I knew nothing about. He connected

with so many people in the conduct of his daily life on
whom he made a lasting and positive impression. When
he moved to Camphill Holywood and we would chat
over the phone, he would talk about his customers. But
soon his choice of words changed to describe those
who frequented the café as ‘regulars’. More recently he
referred to them as ‘people who come into the shop’ –
they were no longer paying customers but friends in the
community life that he spontaneously but deliberately
crafted around the shop.
After we discovered he had cancer, I came to spend
some time with him. During that time I wanted to make
sure all that needed to be said was said. At one point I
wanted to tell him what a great father he had been and
how much I loved him, but he wasn’t a sentimental man
and I struggled to get the words out. In the end I could
only say: “I had a wonderful childhood!” and I know he
understood what I meant.
During my teenage years I didn’t always appreciate
what he was trying to achieve in his parenting, and felt
at times that he would help Rachel with lifts or attention,
but made me sort out my own arrangements to get places.
But after I left home and travelled to Africa, he came to
join me a few months before the end of my time there.
We arranged to take the overnight train from Gabarone
through Botswana and Zimbabwe to the Victoria Falls.
We shared a two-berth cabin, beautifully decked out with
starched sheets. That night we lay as the train trundled
slowly through the African bush, me on the top bunk and
him on the bottom, and we talked almost through the
night. He explained to me many aspects of his choices
during my teenage years. How he wanted to instil in me
a sense of independence, responsibility, resourcefulness,
how he wanted me to take ownership of my life and
take care of those around me. These were all qualities
he had in abundance and I am still trying now to live
up to. Our relationship changed that night from one of
father and son to one rather of friends. This friendship
we established was most precious to me and something
I am eternally grateful for.
Rachel’s experience of Rob as her father bordered on
worship. As a baby she used to insist that only he change
her nappy, even if it meant waiting till he came home
from work! As she began to talk, any problem or breakage would be followed instantly by “Daddy will fix it”
which he invariably did. During her teens she worked
with him in Glencraig Store at weekends and in her
holidays. Their working styles were very compatible and
through this time Rachel learned to understand him not
only as her father but as another human being – she also
gained a good friend.
Their close relationship continued into her adult years.
He would always make sure she was safe and secure and
supported her in her efforts to carve her way into the
world, with transport or just giving her encouragement
and the self-confidence to pursue her ambitions. When
she moved away she kept close contact, although when
receiving letters from home they were primarily written by
Veronika, but always with a very small postscript, normally
‘also from Dad’.
More recently Rachel has been working with Rob in
Camphill Holywood. While serving customers, she would
introduce herself by her name in an attempt to establish her
independence. But Rob, with a twinkle in his eye, would
follow closely and ask them if they had met his daughter
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– he knew this would undermine her efforts and still did
it with humour. It was a measure of his pride in her. Their
friendship, established in Glencraig, blossomed as if there
was no time in between.
As a grandfather to our children, he was all they could ask
for. He accepted them all completely and without conditions, loving them each individually for who they are. He
expressed this, not in words but in actions. This summer,
despite his obvious fight with fatigue he still found time to
prepare the bicycles for the arrival of the children. Rachel
and Tony would bring their baby Elizabeth to Camphill
Holywood, invariably at the busiest moments. Rob would
drop everything, leaving it all to others while he cooed
and played proudly with his granddaughter for more time
than was helpful to his co-workers. As father-in-law, he
embraced the inclusion of Hjordis and Tony into our family. He was so proud to speak at our wedding in lieu of
Hjordis’ father. He loved her as another daughter and so
did not spare her the requisite banter, and his regard for
Tony grew into a real friendship.
Rob’s love for South Africa was real and enduring, so I will
conclude with a tribute from his friends who live there:
We wish to thank you for filling our lives with cheer
and always making us feel at ease. Every joke filled us,

and you, with laughter...often ending with tears running
for the joy of it! With you, time became new, rich with
care and full of being present in the moment. We know,
and also depend on you to continue influencing our
lives from the spirit world as you so wonderfully did
on earth. Our memories of you will be with love. And
always with a smile.
Martin van Duin

To our beloved Granddad:
You are the strength of the wave in which we laugh and
play.
You are the sunrays that lighten up the day.
You are the raindrops that we can taste;
You are the wind that ruffles our hair in haste.
You are the star in the sky that lights our way;
You are the words that resound when we pray.
You are the tears that we cry; and the happiness when
we smile.
You are the prank that we play;
You are the sigh at the end of the day.
We will walk the fields you ploughed;
And promise to do our best to make you proud.
Written by the grandchildren with the help of Hjordis.

Johanna Spalinger
21 October 1926 – 1 April 2013

O

visited him frequently at his anthron 1 April 2013 the rich life of Joposophical neurological clinic in
hanna Spalinger came to an end.
Freiburg. Johanna aged fifteen had
She was a pioneer of anthroposophic
contact with the patients living at the
music therapy in Switzerland. Together
clinic and she played the violin for
with her husband Hans (who died in
them. Through this contact her wish
November 2000), she built up several
emerged to become a therapist. Her
curative pedagogic institutions. With
sympathy led her during outbursts of
her good-humoured authority she anthe war – in fatigue duty, escaping in
swered the need in these institutions.
cold and crowded trains – to take her
It was astonishing how easily she mancherished violin and to play.
aged her tasks. With her encouraging
In 1945 she began to study medicine
smile she radiated calmness, concentrain Jena, though this got interrupted by
tion and interest.
the Russian dictate. After her escape
Johanna felt that it was a special sign
to western Germany in 1947 Johanna
that she was born on 21 October 1926,
wanted to join the medical faculty
the same day as Edmund Pracht’s birthof Heidelberg, but the university was
day, who (together with Lothar Gärtner)
overcrowded. She decided to study to
developed the new type of lyre which
become a music teacher with her main
Johanna was to play when she turned
subject as the violin. But because of
twenty two. In 1928 the whole family
the currency reform in 1948 she was
moved to Dresden where Johanna and
Johanna in 2008 when she was 82
too short of money. In consequence Joher siblings had a harmonious childhanna followed her to-be husband Hans to Switzerland,
hood. They all attended the Waldorf School where her
where she supported him in running the newly-founded
father was an upper class teacher. Music was an integral
pedagogical institution Bussigny near Lausanne. At the
part of family life and everyone played an instrument. For
Lausanne Conservatory she finally earned her diploma
Johanna it was the violin – she played enthusiastically
as a music teacher.
in different ensembles and the school orchestra. When
Only two years later in 1950 the newlyweds moved to
the Nazis closed the Waldorf School, all five children
St Prex, to a big house situated above the Lake of Geneva
went to local high schools.
where they started the Perceval Camphill Community.
At that time Johanna‘s godfather, Dr Friedrich HuseTogether they ran this institution and gave lessons. Admann, became particularly important in her life. She
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ditionally they helped to start another curative institution
in the area, situated at Aigues-Vertes.
Both were busy all day with only rare holidays and
time off. It was not her way to differentiate between
her professional and private life. Family and institution
interwove together – there were few private family occasions. Her own seven children grew up together with
the special needs children until they went to school.
Thomas Spalinger, the eldest son, tells the anecdote
that as young children they did not really know who
was their brother or sister and who was not. Johanna‘s
private time with his mother was just for one hour early
each morning at six o’clock.
Beauty and art were her life elixir; music and music
therapy were Johanna’s loves. Wherever she was, singing
and musical occasions arose. Her sense for beauty and
her true aesthetic taste enriched daily life: simple things
like flowers, drawings, coloured scarfs, shells, stones –
collected at every possibility – were good enough for
decoration. She was keen on botany and her greatest
love was roses.

Music therapy is consolidated
In 1954 Johanna developed a close co-operation with
Dr Hans-Heinrich Engel, the doctor at Perceval, through
her search for therapeutic methods in music. These approaches were further developed through meetings in
Ireland, the Netherlands, Germany and Switzerland.
In 1960 she was included in the circle of teaching lyre
players by Dr Julius Knierim. Johanna helped together
with eleven other instructors to install a free school of
music. The focus was on anthroposophical orientation
of the arts, pedagogy, therapy and religion. In the midst
of this was the lyre, created eighty years ago.
Humanus Haus became a further Camphill Community in 1967 in Ittigen and from 1973 at Beitenwil near
Bern. Since their own children were separated at diverse
Waldorf schools in Basel, Zurich and Bern, the founding
of Humanus Haus provided the opportunity to get the
family together again.
Her innermost concern, healing through music,
strengthening the forces of the ‘I’ by selfless efforts to
assist people who were out of balance, was focused on
strongly by improving music therapy at Humanus Haus.
Villagers started learning to play an instrument as soon
as they arrived at the village. A village orchestra was set
up with villagers and co-workers; social practice experienced through music. Soon these ‘concerts’ became
top events at festivals.
Humanus Haus has been producing choroi lyres in
their workshop since 1976. Johanna became a member
of the Choroi Foundation, where the lyre-makers of these
twelve Choroi workshops work together intensely to
develop light and warmth through the sound of the lyre.
In 1997 she established, together with Marlies Maurer,
the ‘Orpheus Schule für Musiktherapie’. This four-year
course was approved by the Medical Section of the
Goetheanum. It started at Humanus Haus and is still
offered today at Lenzburg, Switzerland. Johanna retired
from running the organisation when she was eighty two
years of age.
As well as all these other things, Johanna gave courses
in music therapy at many curative education conferences
within Switzerland and abroad. She invented and gave
music therapy at the Seminar for Curative Education in

Dornach. At St Prex, as in Beitenwil, she directed the
village choirs.
In 1990 Johanna and Hans started the Centre for Curative Education and a Waldorf school in Simeria, Romania
where she was working with music and music therapy
with children and co-workers. As a teacher, pedagogue,
musician and friend she helped – with her enthusiasm
and her interested engagement with others – many paths
to anthroposophy with her contemporaries.
Johanna enjoyed some time off by travelling: on holidays the family was seen with their tent in their car. Of
course many songs were sung. Quite often villagers
accompanied them. Italy, England, Scotland, Ireland,
France, Scandinavia and Greece were all visited. Beside
walking and taking a bath at sea, the Spalingers enjoyed
visiting museums, churches and monuments. When the
children had grown up, the couple still loved to travel
a lot, for business or on private trips.
Johanna was a mindful and generous host with an open
house – not only for the many friends of her children and
her relatives, but also for guests from all over the world –
travelling to countless conferences, seminars and feasts.
Up to a great age she was keen to support people’s different ways and characters. In a heart-warming manner
she rarely forgot a birthday and wrote countless letters,
postcards and presented coloured gifts or self-picked,
beautifully arranged bunches of flowers to villagers,
co-workers, friends and relatives.
In November 2000 Hans died. After such a long and
intense time of living and working together his death
hurt deeply. But Johanna didn’t become depressed,
rather she made friends with new people from whom
she received important stimulation and fresh courage to
face life. She did a lot of travelling and accompanied the
ceremonial act of the naming of the Waldorf School in
Rosia, Romania ‘Scoala Waldorf Hans Spalinger’. Otto
Schily, the former home secretary of Germany who

Music therapy with Johanna 1984
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honoured the event took her back home in his plane,
which filled her with pride.
In 2006 Johanna was co-working on the second edition
of the book Musikalische Anthropologie. On the occasion of her eightieth birthday the Orpheus School for Music Therapy edited the Songbook of Johanna Spalinger– a
collection of her musical work. In the foreword Johanna
wrote: ‘Music, vocal or played, belongs to one of the
important activities of cultural life in a community. It is
socially connecting by its nonverbal communication.’
In 2008 Johanna felt her forces start to weaken and
she moved to the anthroposophical retirement home
Rüttihubelbad in Walkringen (a ten minute drive from
Humanus Haus), where everything suited her well
because of cultural events and the beautiful location.
The visits of friends and her family who by then consisted of seventeen grandchildren enriched her. 2010
Johanna moved to Haus Serena (thirty minutes’ drive

from Humanus-Haus) as she developed dementia and
had to be cared for.
On 1 April 2013, eighty six years old, Johanna died
peacefully in the early morning hours within the circle of
her family. In the last few months of her life she was again
very clear and present – and gave her friends and family
the opportunity to say farewell to their deep connection.
In the very last hours she liked to be read from the lecture
‘Truth, Beauty, and Goodness’ by Rudolf Steiner.
These words are based on details
given by Johanna’s children, compiled by Konstanze
Brefin Alt. They were printed in the ‘Schweizer
Mitteilungen’ and have been translated in cooperation with Rita Crettaz (villager at Humanus
Haus since 1988) and Rainer Menzel (member of the
Executive Board of Humanus Haus since 2006).

Other friends who have died
Eileen Taylor died peacefully at Simeon, Aberdeen, on
Wednesday 1 May at 15.35 surrounded by her family – husband Ken, daughter Anni, son Morgan and sister Yvonne.
She was sixty five and had been active until a few weeks
before her death.
Eileen was a Camphill co-worker in her twenties working in Newton Dee, Ringwood, Thornbury and Botswana.
She remained connected to Camphill when she returned
to Aberdeenshire where her family life began. Amongst
other things Eileen had been a nursery class teacher at the
Aberdeen Waldorf School, a cook at Simeon and latterly
spent several years as a home carer in Stonehaven.
Apart from her caring activities, Eileen had a real zest
for life, with a love for music, drama, dance and puppetry.
Anni, Eileen’s daughter
On June 7 at 3.00 am Elnis Fuerst, our oldest retired coworker, died in Altnagelvin Hospital in Derry/Londonderry.
His sister who lives in Jerusalem was with him.
Elnis had become frail over the years. He came to Clanabogan from Cherry Orchards in the mid eighties and
contributed to the development of the community in the
very early years, establishing the garden, participating in
plays and other cultural events, regaling young co-workers
with his stories and wide knowledge too. They were always
welcome to his caravan. In later years he became frail and
suffered increasingly serious health problems.
He will be missed.
Hetty van Brandenburg
On June 3, on the eve of her ninety seventh birthday,
Dr Janet Jefferson passed over the threshold. She had been
in a nursing home for many years. Dr Janet was the GP for
Glencraig for some decades. She and her husband had been
instrumental in the founding of Glencraig almost sixty years
ago, as their son James, who had severe epilepsy, needed
residential care. She remained supportive to Glencraig also
after her son’s death at age seventeen.
Edeline LeFevre
Julia Cockburn died May 5 at 8.45am in Hall South, Botton
Village, with her mother at her side. She had been suffering
from cancer for the past while, facing it very bravely. Julia
was fifty eight years old. She joined Botton as a villager
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around 1985 after a spell in Newton Dee. She was a faithful
and kind soul keeping in touch with many friends, a loyal
member of the choir. She sometimes struggled to keep
her equilibrium. Julia worked diligently as a baker, house
cleaner and excellent knitter in the weavery team. She also
served countless customers in the gift shop.
Marie-Reine Adams
It is with deep shock and sadness that we want to inform you of the very sudden and unexpected death of
Linda Mullan, one of our residents. She died in Clanabogan Friday 24 May in the evening after a short illness. Linda was forty one years old; she was born on 17
July 1969. She went to school in Glencraig and moved
to Clanabogan twenty two years ago.
Hetty van Brandenburg
Peter Street slipped away very quietly just after lunch on
June 19 at 1.15pm. He was a resident of Botton since the
late 1970s. Many will remember him as a farmer and meat
store worker faithfully delivering our meat to the houses
pushing his bicycle around the village, greeting all he met
on the way and telling them “You’re grrreat!”
Since the beginning of spring, Peter Street became increasingly tired and gradually less able to walk. It was
only recently he learned from one of his doctors that this
tiredness was due to a poorly functioning heart valve. He
suffered a very marked loss of appetite, and during the last
few weeks he felt less like eating or drinking, which was
very unlike him; he always very much liked and appreciated good food.
Peter wanted people to know that he was able to rest very
peacefully in bed in his room in Linden, where he could
still enjoy sunlight and birdsong and visits from friends
who have wished to see him in his last days. Peter wanted
everyone to know too that, together with his appreciation
of these blessings and his positive outlook, something he
did not lose was his sense of humour.
He had been conscious right to the end and was still able
to laugh and enjoy a little joke as recently as the morning
of his death. He was also very appreciative of all the messages he received from those who knew him far and wide!
Margaret Griffiths

News from the Movement …and beyond
Cutting the ribbon to open the Camphill Store at Solaris
Andrew Hoy, Copake, United States

B

Oral History Workshop lasting ten days with about thirty
ehind my latte and the window of my coffee shop, I
participants. A Retreat for Homeopaths took place here
get the impression that Warren is a street that is leadrecently. In addition, the center serves Meals on Wheels
ing nowhere. People and cars pass in either direction
and meals for the Habitat for Humanity one morning
with a courteous tempo, suggesting that some may have
and offers community meals every Tuesday evening.
lost their way or are simply confused by the variety of
We seat between sixty and one hundred people and
facades that line Warren – a mixture of residences and
on this evening Triform and/or Camphill Village prostores, glued on to one another – that could be fitting
vides help. Catered dinners have been provided for the
scenery for a drama or a movie set. However, the pace
Department of Social Services and other groups, since
is leisurely and it needs the weekend for the sidewalks
the dining room is extensive and welcoming. There is
to fill out.
an after-school program for children. The Wednesday
One of the features of Warren is that, apart from a
evening supper at the Salvation Army, that has long been
pharmacy, the chain stores representing corporate
part of Camphill Hudson’s activity from the beginning,
America have fled the downtown area to plazas on the
continues. The tone of our activities has been of service.
edge of town. There is no Dunkin Donuts, Burger King
All of this becomes relevant when one considers the
nor Walmart for those addicted to their ilk. The stores
meditative work within the Camphill movement. The
are privately owned and incredibly varied.
meditation of Point and Periphery, given by Rudolf
Had you wanted to move here during the sixties and
Steiner in the Curative Course – as well as in different
seventies, when Camphill was peacefully developing its
contexts – comes to mind immediately. How does one
village at Copake, just twenty five minutes away by car,
come to recognize and not lose one’s own identity in a
you would have made a bad choice. That was a period
community of individuals possessing a community spirit
of economic depression, poor race relations and a high
– and without fences, hedges and fields behind which to
crime rate. Fortunately, the antique dealers who moved
withdraw? This meditation was given for curative educain helped the economic situation, while the arrival of
tion and yet here works socially within the wider comthe gay community has helped to bring about a change
munity. There will inevitably be the interplay between
in social relations.
the capacities of the co-workers and the actual needs of
Solaris itself is flanked by residences. Then, on one side
the local community. It was for this that I have provided
is a commercial printer and, on the other, an art gallery
such an extensive description of the surroundings.
and after this, a center for Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (what one
The injunction of Rudolf Steiner, “If you wish to know
of our people calls ‘a muscle man’). Across the road is
about yourself, look into the world; and if you wish to
Sadhanna, a yoga center where we have lessons one
know about the world, look into yourself;” also comes
morning each week; the Presbyterian Church, which
into relevance.
Camphillers attend each Sunday and where we performed the Oberufer Shepherd’s Play
for the past three years; then comes
‘Dogs of Hudson’ a grooming shop,
various ethnic restaurants, ‘3 Forty
Seven’ with its wide variety of Eastern
antiques, including some impressive
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas; the Opera
House and, on the corner, ‘Steiner
Sports’ to give us the feeling that we
are welcome. There is an air of funkiness about Warren – of an alternative
culture as well as some high quality
craft stores and people who prefer to
think of themselves as regular. There
are interesting names to stores, such as
‘Look’, ‘Sketch’, ‘Lick’ and ‘Swallow’ –
simply to let you know what you are in
for whenever you pass.
The large establishment occupied by
Solaris was a conference center and
we still retain a connection with from
six to ten former groups using it, with
catering. On my last visit, there was an
Cutting the ribbon to open the Camphill Store at Solaris
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One of the city’s pleasures is to hold parades – usually
on a Saturday during summer. So we will have had a
parade for Memorial Day, for Flag Day and Family Pride
on three successive weekends. I have such a joy for
parades, that if I am together with a grandchild, the age
difference between us disappears. I can empathize with
such celebrations. They begin at Fifth Street Park and end
at the Hudson River Park – taking in Solaris on the way.
So, hiding ourselves would not be a real proposition.

It was Janet McGavin who began inner city work in
Detroit in the eighties, who pioneered this aspect of our
work here. She has become a role model for the work at
Solaris. One of her endearing disciplines was to teach
herself a new skill each year when she grew older. This
ability to accustom oneself to change will become one of
the essentials of work here, if it is to grow and stay alive
and, for this, we depend upon the willingness of those
we serve, both within as well as outside the community.

News from the Camphill Eurythmy School
Rita Kort, Camphill Eurythmy School, Botton Village, England

W

arm greetings from the Yorkshire Moors where
a lot of movement is happening! The Camphill
Eurythmy School is now in its forty-second year, a good
time to again reflect on its merits and shortcomings;
what does the future of the school look like, how could
it look? The teachers are Evamaria Rascher, Jonathan
Reid and Rita Kort. As long as there are students eager
to learn this most amazing art of eurythmy, we will be
teaching with enthusiasm! Botton Village with its rich
cultural and spiritual life, not to mention the practical
life, is hosting the school and has done so for the last
thirteen years (until 2000 the first two years were hosted
by the Sheiling Schools, Ringwood). What a blessing
to be learning this special movement surrounded by
the amazing landscape and alongside so many special
people, to develop and change in this nourishing environment. Teachers are also involved, next to running the
school, with life in the community.
The school has throughout the years already undergone
many changes, notably the move in 2000. It is now
fully accredited by Crossfields/Edexcel NVQ level 6 (BA
equivalent) and the Schools Inspection Service report
can be read online. This means our students come out
of the training with a diploma not only awarded by the
Section for the Performing Arts in Dornach, but also from
Crossfields, recognised wherever they go as a robust
basis for professional life.
Looking at the situation of the trainings in the UK, we
have recognised that working together with the other
trainings can only be of benefit to help eurythmy keep a
secure and healthy future in this country. The Association
of Eurythmy trainings in the UK (Eurythmy West Midlands in Stourbridge, Peredur in East Grinstead and the
Camphill Eurythmy School, Botton Village) are all taking
in students for a new first year in September 2013 with
the view that when they reach their fourth year they be
combined and finish the training within a large group.
Along the way there will be at least three shared block
courses per year and teachers will travel and teach in
the different trainings, both for students to get to know
each other and other teachers and also for the teachers
to get to know the students. Each training keeps its own
identity in the first three years of the training, but there
is a firm working and sharing together and the students
have the possibility to get to know each other and other
teachers. There are still many details to be sorted out
along the way, but we have all recognised the positive
and enriching experiences this may bring.
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Part of this working together is also setting a school fee
that is the same for all schools. In the past the Camphill
Eurythmy School has been extremely grateful for the
Camphill communities in England/Wales, Scotland,
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland contributing a small amount of their income for the education
of eurythmy, students paid for their board and living.
In the recent past a letter has gone out to each community suggesting this be turned around; students will
pay for their education, and the communities, if they so
choose, contribute towards making it possible for Botton Community to host the teachers and students. Many
communities have already responded positively to this
proposal – many thanks for that – and we are looking
forward to hearing from the other communities. It means
the students will have to find more school fees, but this
does make it more ‘real’ to be paying for their education.
With the demise of the regional Economic Sphere
meetings the school has also lost its forum for sharing budgets and developments. At the moment we are
interested to see whether the Association of Camphill
Communities may in some way replace this need for
sharing. Our Steering Group meets every year in May,
and there are monthly Eurythmy School Group meetings
with members of Botton.
As teachers we are aware of the need for outreach to
(eurythmists in) other communities by visiting, offering
refresher courses, and generally bringing more awareness to our communities. Do invite us, we may actually come! Our Graduation Tours are always happy to
perform in however small or big space you have, lights
or no lights, a tuned piano would be appreciated…In
the light of a combined fourth year the group may be
actually rather sizable!
We are happy to hear from you, suggestions, invitations, criticism, anything! We are the Camphill Eurythmy
School after all, a name we are proud of, and a name our
graduates are spreading wherever they go in the world,
which when you look at where they all are, is pretty
much all over the globe. You may even have a graduate
in your community.
If you would like more information on any details of
the running of the school, or if you wish to find out more
about the training, please do not hesitate to contact us.
camphilleurythmy@gmail.com
www.camphilleurythmy.org.uk

Reviews
Transformative
Scenario Planning:
Working together to
change the future
Adam Kahane
168 pages, ISBN 9781609944902
£12.99, $17.95
Review by Deborah
Ravetz, Forest Row,
England

T

his is third book I have
read by Adam Kahane.
His first two books, Love
and Power and Solving Tough Problems preceded this
new publication. I have also listened to Adam speak about
his ideas and work and there is something very particular
about the experience.
Usually when I have gone on to get to know the people
in the audience what became clear was the huge amount
of pain people are feeling because they are experiencing
the inability to solve conflict both in their own working or
personal lives and in the events they know about on an
international scale. They were all seeking tools to meet
these problems with renewed energy and with ways of
working that would break old patterns and build new
futures. The fact that people attending these lectures or
reading these books are actually looking for answers for
real life questions give the gatherings a special energy
and sense of community.
Adam Kahane defines power and love at the hand of the
theologian Paul Tillich who was an inspiration to Martin
Luther King and the civil rights movement in America.
Tillich describes power as the need for every individual
to realise their potential to its fullest extent; and love as
the need to bring together that which is broken. Kahane
then goes on to describe the complexity of love and
power which both have a generate and degenerate face.
Power and love both need each other to be generate
– they are interdependent. Without each other, power becomes reckless and abusive, and love becomes sentimental and anaemic. He explains that we fall into degenerate
power when we are afraid to be hurt and into degenerate
love when we are afraid of causing someone else hurt.
He also brings to our attention the existence of a dynamic which he says can be found at the bottom of every
toxic group dynamic whether that be family, friends, big
business or government. This he describes as the ‘peace
monger’. This is the person who is so afraid processes
and meetings will end in destruction if the real issues
are brought up that they are constantly trying to broker a
pseudo peace. Such peace or such community is always
unstable and inauthentic simply because the trials and
crises necessary to reaching real consensus are avoided,
thus closing down the moments of transformation and
movement amongst individuals and groups. They therefore inevitably break down.
I was fascinated to read about the problems he has encountered in idealistic settings. There he found problems
far greater than those in hard-hitting business. He suggests
that it is the denial of the power dynamic in idealistic

settings which allows degenerate power to take control,
simply because by not naming something it is able to
flourish unchecked.
The two previous books explore this thesis and its practise. Kahane is honest about his failures but suggests that
by learning to speak both the language of love and power
and by daring to enter the process of working with these
two dynamics, there will be times when we can break
through to understanding which can lead to transformative action and change.
I work as a social sculptor using a work called The
Search for the Deep Self. Whenever I do my work I also
do a presentation about Adam Kahane's ideas. The major
response to this presentation is overwhelming relief in
hearing a diagnostic, and practical tools for understanding conflict and learning to overcome it. It is interesting
as well that this tool is relevant for both the personal and
the wider issues we are confronted with.
This third book adds to the material in a new way in
that it offers stories and examples of the different projects
which Kahane has been involved in and where these
ideas have been put into practise on the ground. Anyone
interested in becoming literate in love and power will
be enthusiastic to read these stories and explore what
was learned. The theory is filled out with narratives. He
then describes stories where the building of groups of
stakeholders into communities of trust and creativity
make visible what can be achieved by learning to speak
together, even with one’s greatest opponent or enemy in
order to create a better future. The book is moving and
inspiring and makes visible years of work. It is fascinating
not only to read of the successes but also the unexpected
connections and impacts of the scenario meetings sometimes years later.
What becomes clear from this book is the level of
commitment and patience needed to build the space
in which these transformative meetings can take place.
Time and energy and the courage for self-questioning on
everyone’s part can give rise to breakthroughs and new
and positive directions.
Through my own work it has become ever clearer to me
how much individuals long to be able to work together
for a better future. This book, in conjunction with Adam’s
other two books provide tools and examples of how that
is possible.
Deborah is an artist,
writer, and works with social sculpture.
www.becomingaself.org.uk
www.deborahravetz.org/hospital
Self Catering Holiday House: The White House Killin
Set within the beautiful
Loch Lomond and
Trossachs National Park,
The White House is in an
ideal location to explore
the natural beauty of
Highland Perthshire,
Scotland. Situated in a
secluded setting near
the shores of Loch Tay, this area offers outstanding op-portunities
for touring, walking, cycling, bird watching and canoeing.
Comprises 5 bedrooms with accommodation
for up to 12 persons sharing.
contact neil@ochiltowerschool.org for a brochure and availability
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Animals

An Imaginative Zoology

Karl König
256 pages
ISBN: 9780863159664
£14.99

Richard Steel

T

he new volume
Animals: An Imaginative Zoology
has now been sent
out to the bookshops. Many of you know the
previous three booklets of essays that were
printed in the 80s: Penguins, Swans and Storks
and Elephants. Now we have revised the
translation, added important bits that were left
out of the first English publication, checked
the content against modern research which
has meant adding some useful information,
and also Graham Calderwood has done new
drawings of each animal described by König
(fourteen!)
I'm sure you will realise how important this
book is – along with the essays about the Soul
Calendar it was the last work König did before
his death in 1966. It really is an example of
how we can begin to overcome the chains of
Darwinism by forming our heart to be a new
‘Noah's Ark’!

Letter

AHCET

(Anthroposophic Health Care Education and Training)
A new round of Health Care Introductory and Foundation Level Courses will start in Emerson
College in October 2013. They have been developed in response to many requests for courses
which will retain the rich and inspiring content of the Camphill based Health Care Courses,
whilst resulting in a recognised qualification. Upon successful completion of the Foundation
Course, learners will now be awarded an Edexcel Assured Crossfields Institute Qualification
(Diploma) rather than simply a certificate of attendance.
The courses consist of a five-day Introductory Module followed by a Foundation Course of
six five-day modules, delivered as three modules per year over two years.
The approach will be holistic and topics will be embedded in artistic and practical activities.
Topics covered include:
• Fundamental principles of health care
• Anthroposophic understanding of the human being
• The healing potential of medicinal plants, substances and their therapeutic use
• The gentle art of Rhythmical Einreibung (nurses massage)
• Self-development in the role of the carer
Advanced specialist modules will be available for those who successfully complete the
Foundation Course in areas such as:
• Care of children
• Care of the older person
• Personal and professional development
• Anthroposophic practical nursing skills
• Rhythmical Einreibung at two more advanced levels

Course dates:

Introductory course: Monday 14 – Friday 18 October 2013
Foundation course: Monday - Friday
17 – 21 February 2014, 9 – 13 June 2014, 13 – 17 October 2014
16 – 20 February 2015, 8 – 12 June 2015, 12 – 16 October 2015
Application deadline: 31 August 2013
Course Fees:
Introductory Programme £625 — Foundation Programme £3,750 —
Introductory and Foundation Programme £4,375; Payments by instalments are negotiable.

All the tutors are state registered nurses (RN) and IFAN accredited Anthroposophic Nurse
Dear Editor,
Specialists (ANS).
I loved the beautiful carvings of Jens Holbek
Application forms and a brochure giving more details can be obtained from:
that you included in the last issue (May/June
registrar@emerson.org.uk
www.emerson.org.uk
2013) – a wonderful way of remembering him.
I actually remember seeing these carved picture frames, crystal stands and candle holders all over
the place (or so it seemed) throughout my childhood
in Camphill.
We commissioned David Newbatt to paint something for the entrance hall of our new hall at Ringwood
Waldorf School. He painted a dragon boat,
filling the sails with inspiring images.
But the boat itself
is wooden and he
described to me how
he had been hoarding an old altar carving
that had been made many
years earlier by Jens, when
a room somewhere had been
converted and used for a while
as a chapel for the children's
services. When it was dismantled,
David had saved the carving –
and he now transformed it
into the base of our dragon
boat – and here it hangs, in
our Hall.
Christine Weihs Polyblank
The Dragon Boat by David Newbatt
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Professional & Personal Development Training in

MENTAL HEALTH

Led by experienced professionals working in the field of mental health

October 2013 to Summer 2016
Themes covered
in the training
include:
• Anthroposophic, pschodynamic, biographic and
psycho-spiritual perspectives on developmental
stages and psychological
develpoment.Related care
and protection issues.
• The significance of
relationship in the
context of development,

mental health and care:
Attachment, Dependency,
Independence, Interdependence.
• Somatic perspective of
psychiatric illness and a
unique understanding of
twelve fundamental
personality disorders.
• Neurosis and psychosis:
Anxiety, depression,
bi-polar and obsessive
compulsive disorders,

eating disorders, schizophrenia, autism and dual
diagnosis.

Psychological Crises
Therapeutic Response
Self Development

• An exploration of meaning and spiritual emergence
in the context of personal
Twelve five-day seminars
and social trauma, soul
crisis and mental health.
spanning three years.

CPD Training to enhance

Applications to:

Karen Kamp, Administrator
Wester Lochloy Farmhouse,
Lochloy Rd, Nairn, Scotland
IV12 5LE
Tel: 01667 459343
E-mail:

therapeutic, social and

mentalhealthseminar@yahoo.com

Health and Social Care.

The course fee: £6600 inclusive of
full board, and lodging

personal competency for
care professionals and
managers in the field of
Applications from others
will be considered.

pointandcircle
pointandcircle

Magazine for Curative Education and Social Therapy

Deepam Festival of Light

Easter 2013

Point&Circle Winter 2013-06.indd 1

The magazine for
anthroposophical curative
education and social therapy
throughout the world.
We would be glad to send you
a subscription (£18.00 for four
issues a year including postage)
or an individual copy (£4.50
+ postage) so you can see for
yourself why this magazine has
been so well received.

Thank you for your support and interest –
it helps to keep the anthroposophical world
of curative education and social therapy
informed, focussed, engaged, and listening!
08/03/2013 16:41:25

Please contact: Bianca Hugel (Subscriptions) at
pandcsubs@gmail.com
or at:
7 Wheeler Street, Stourbridge, West Mids, UK, DY8 1XL

A SLEEP OF PRISONERS
Dark and cold we may be, but this
Is no winter now. The frozen misery
Of centuries breaks, cracks, begins to move;
The thunder is the thunder of the floes,
The thaw, the flood, the upstart Spring.
Thank God our time is now when wrong
Comes up to face us everywhere,
Never to leave us till we take
The longest stride of soul we ever took.
Affairs are now soul size.
The enterprise
Is exploration into God.
Where are you making for? It takes
So many thousand years to wake,
But will you wake for pity's sake!
Christopher Fry

The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ’Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.
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